Episodic memory -multistage dynamic process with participation various types spatially active cells were found in a hippocampal-entorhinal brain system. In this paper hypothesis of possible participation in this system of the "mirror" neurons which are a neurophysiological basis of learning by imitation. Computing experiments on even cyclic inhibitory networks (ECI-networks) we show: (i) a leading role for the specific temporary patterns organization of entrance influences, as obligatory attribute formation of a response of model of execution of system of mirror neurons in an entorhinal-hippocampal network; (ii) opportunity to keep orthogonal, i.e. untied representations of patterns of entrance signals in numerous temporary scales; (iii) coding and record of episodes in memory is carried out on the ascending phase a theta wave and happens to a reverse of initial temporary sequence; (iv) a call and restoration of an initial temporary order of events in an episode comes from memory thanks to large-scale invariance near minimum a theta wave.
Introduction
How and where memory is stored in the brain network is one of the fundamental questions in brain and cognitive sciences. Two widely recognized points of view connect entorinal-hippocampal system with the solution of problems of spatial navigation and episodical memory -at first sight two various fundamental cognitive functions of a brain. However, the recent data indicate the possibility of maintaining the same neural mechanisms not only calculations of distances, positions and trajectories, but also episodic happening of events and planning the sequences of actions and aims of episodic memory [2, 3] . Clear parallels between the integration of the way and episodic memory on the one hand, and allocentric navigation and semantic memory, on the other hand, indicate the possibility of maintaining them in the same networks and similar mechanisms in the physical and mental forms of travelling [11] . The recent experiments on rodents demonstrate that the sequence of the cells of a space of a new spatial experience is partially determined by a selection of a set of cellular firing sequences from a repertoire of existing temporal firing sequences in the hippocampal network [4] . It allows to consider the mental challenge of the sequential activation of neural ensembles as a hidden navigation in the existing set of episodes of the subjective experience of an individual. According to Buzsaki, the changes in the power of the synaptic connection between neurons can simply define the direction of the temporal flow of neuronal activity to activate numerous episodic memories or prediction of many possible consequences of the actions [4] .
The main characteristic feature of the episodic memory is the ability to store multiple orthogonal, i.e., unlinked presentations. In the current article we have used such presentations by an example of a virtual locomotion using the navigator turns "counter" CCW and "clockwise" CW signal sequences found in any navigation behavior. Episodic memory is a multi-step dynamic process. The coding sequence of event-trigger signals, compression, pattern completion (filling the working memory), consolidation (recording into the long-term memory), storing and retrieving episodes from memory are realized in the complex interaction of neural network, cellular and subcellular mechanisms (in this article a neural network level is observed). At the same time, one of the most complex and least certain processes is connected with the organization of imitative learning (imitation). Imitation is one of the basic forms of learning, the neurophysiological basis of which is the system of "mirror" neurons, linking sensory and motor segments of the cerebral cortex that encode information about the same acts of behaviour [12] . The researches demonstrate that even the specialized system of action perception of 12-month-old children conducts preventive action aimed at the target of eye movements, providing direct support to this representation. Activation of this system requires observation of the interaction between the hand and the object of the agent [6] . The problem of studying the mirror system is more significant as those individuals suffering from autism, as it is known, display the imitation disorder, that many authors connect it with the violation of the mirror neurons work. Whether and how is the system of mirror neurons involved in processing spatial information in the entorhinal-hippocampal system? We expect their participation in this system, as in many other researched brain systems [7] . Here we demonstrate in calculating experiments that the specific temporal organization of the patterns of input actions in ECI-networks [1, 8, 13] allows to regard them as a mandatory attribute of the formation of the response of the model execution system of mirror neurons in the entorhinal-hippocampal network, even without using in the current version models of plastic synapses.
Episodic memory traces (engrams) will be considered as the phase response curves, located and individualized, along the lines of the time continuum, retreating from the present to the past. This corresponds to the recording and the storage of information. On the contrary, retrieving the episodic sequences of event-trigger signals from memory should be implemented in reverse order to fit the original temporal sequence of the events in the episode. The line of the temporal continuum can be represented as logarithmically compressed one, in consequence of which the location of new events (objects) is easier to distinguish from each other than those in more distant past "merging" the temporary positions of the "old" events. The brain as a complex dynamic system operates in a very wide range of temporal scales from milliseconds to years. Scaling invariance is a central aspect of many models of memory and the timing tasks [10, 15, 16] . The article represents some results of our calculating experiments obtained by means of the hypothesis of free-scalable episodic memory as an adaptive response of the brain to the world around us with the structure in multiple time scales, which implies that it should not necessarily be accurate; at sacrificing accuracy in freely scalable manner it is possible to obtain predictive information from exponentially longer time scales.
Methods
Mathematical model for the ECI-network. Mathematical model, all of its parameters, phase and spatial representations algorithms of episodic sequences of signals in the ECI-networks are described in detail in our previous studies [10, 15, 16] . Here we observe the neurodynamic correlates of phase and spatial transformations of the following types of episodes:
, where A1, A2, B1, B2 are gradient signals input to the cell clusters network with a preferred directional setting to turn counter (CCW) and clockwise (CW); the arrows show the direction of the respective gradients; t1 and t2 are temporal intervals between unimodal, T is the temporal interval between signal sequences of different modalities. The new methodical approach of the current research is to establish a "mirror" representation of the directional patterns of the input signals in the neural network. Now each gradient signal of certain direction gets its mirror reflection in the network by a signal with an opposite gradient distributed among the neurons of the same preferred direction but in the following theta cycle. All manipulations and results in the current article are shown by the example of CCW → CW episodes where the CCW-sequence signals are the leading. Due to the symmetry of the neural organization of ECI-networks, similar conclusions work for the reverse order. We will separate the impact of external and internal factors on the formation of the episodic memory code. The external factors include: the amplitude and temporal characteristics of the patterns of the input signal sequences; the internal factors include: the context, i.e. the network status, defined by the initial conditions, the translational moving speed and the angular velocity of the virtual navigator turns. The Amplitude-phase encoding in ECI-networks implements linear (proportional) representation of signals. This means that the simultaneous arrival of the gradient signal to the ensemble cells causes a corresponding gradient phase representation of the signal amplitudes in the reference theta-cycle. In other words, the ensemble cells are represented by phase tracks shifted apart to an amount proportional to a step of the gradient.
Results
3.1 Dependence of the neural ensemble encoding of an episode on the temporal range between the events of the opposite direction. Previously we have shown the frequency of the phase and spatial representations of episodes with different temporal ranges between event-trigger sequences in the ECI-network [10, 16] . Here we are going to demonstrate the multiplicity of the phase and spatial representations which depend on different temporal ranges in the input signal sequences. For clarity we are going to consider the episodes represented by the sequences of CCW → CW-signals. This choice of the order of signals is quite arbitrary, due to the symmetry of the structural organization of neural networks. show a strong phase synchronization and thus straighten spatial trajectory (marked in Fig. 2b ). Deviation from some optimum value (marked with the turquoisecoloured caption below the figure) to one or a different direction leads to a relative phase shift of the CW-sensitive cell ensembles (Fig. 2a, 2c , on the left) and, correspondingly, to a change of the direction of the initial part of the spatial trajectory (Fig. 2a, 2c , on the right). It is also clear that the final part of the trajectory does not depend on the temporal range between the input signals of the opposite direction and is defined only by the first CCW-sequences of signals. Thus, an imbalance in one or a different direction by the temporal range between signal sequences of the opposite direction determines the initial segments of egocentric spatial trajectory (Fig. 2, on The balance between ensembles with the opposite directional preferences is determined by some optimal value of the temporal range between them, in which there is a strong overlap of the phase track neural ensembles of both directions (Fig. 2b , on the left). It is clearly seen that the initial conditions of the egocentric spatial trajectory integration (its initial part) are determined by population phase ensemble shifts of the opposite direction (Fig. 2, the right column) .
This suggests that the target direction of the spatial trajectory is strongly influenced by the initial signal sequence in the episode (in the current case, CCWsignal).
Dependency of the neural ensemble encoding of an episode on the last temporal range.
Here we are going to demonstrate that the change of the last temporal range in the episode also has a strong influence on the target direction of the final part of the spatial trajectory. In order to do this, we fix the temporal range between signal pattern sequences of the opposite direction and will change the last temporal range in the episode. In Fig. 3 it can be seen that the variation of the last intermediate event-trigger temporal range leads to two extremes: from the strong relative phase ensemble deviation of the opposite direction (Fig. 3a, on the left) to their strong phase synchronization (Fig. 3c, on the left) . The results of this series of experiments clearly show the characteristic features of the observed process of the event encoding: a) high compression of the ensemble phase representations of the CW-and CCW-signals in the phase code represented in the reference theta-cycle, and b) a strong dependence of the target final part of the egocentric spatial trajectory on the last temporal range in the original episodic sequence (Fig. 3, the right column) . Increasing of the internal temporal range in a certain value range leads to a dense phase synchronization of the neuron ensembles with opposite sensitivity (Fig. 3c). 3.3 Encoding, recording into the working memory and retrieving of neural representations of the episode in a freely-scalable manner. For several years we have been developing the idea of the schematic organization of neurons as freely-scalable oscillatory networks with the even cyclical deceleration (ECI-networks). In the computer numerical simulation of these networks of small dimension (up to 300 units), we demonstrated many famous phenomena found in studies of spatial navigation under the control of the entorhinal-hippocampal brain systems [9, 13, 14] . On the other hand, as it has been mentioned in the introduction, the other function of this system consists of forming the working memory, the encoding and recording as well as the memory retrieving of a subject. Here we are going to demonstrate the implementation of these processes in the neural network by an example of a particular episode (Fig.  4) . The left column in Figure 4 represents the phase encoding and recording tracks of the current episode with one of the main features -recording into the memory, namely, with a reverse of phase tracks. In other words, at the recording into the memory the temporal order of signal sequence changes into reversed, i.e., as a result of reverse, CW-signal sequences become the leading in the sequential phase memory code. Accordingly, CCW-sequences take places later in the reference theta-cycle (Fig. 4 , the left column). As it can be seen in the given figure, this temporal order is stored in a wide range of values of the context input, and consequently in many spatial and temporal scales. What is the idea of encoding and recording episodes in oscillatory networks?
Earlier studies of rodent navigation suggest that the two processes are preferably incorporated into the individual phases of the theta-wave: the recording on the rising phase of the wave is close to the wave maximum, and the reading from the memory is at a descending phase, close to the minimum of the thetawave. Signals are transmitted from the neocortex to the hippocampus, to return back to the neocortex after processing. Theta-rhythm is probably the timer of this process with the "reset" and the relative silence at the peak of each theta-wave, which allows a new cycle of encoding and retrieving to occur [8, 9, 14] . The activity at the beginning of the theta-cycle at the descending phase reflects the cortical input of sensory nature, (Fig. 4 , the left column) and retrieving it from memory (Fig .4, the right column) . The encoding and recording of the episode in the working memory are implemented continuously in a wide range of time scales. Furthermore, on recording into the memory there is a reverse of signal sequence of different orientation taking place (marked with dotted line in the left column). The retrieving of phase tracks from memory (Fig. 4 , right column) is characterized by two features: i) the original sequence of event sequences is recovering in the time scale of the reference theta-cycle, namely, CCW and then CW; ii) the retrieving from memory is implemented in a time window at the descending of the theta-wave close to its minimum. The settings of the recording of signal sequences into the memory and retrieving them from memory stated under the figures mean the following: The time window of the recording (268-273), the range of amplitudes [0,0008-0,0016]. The retrieving from the memory was implemented with a signal in the time window [240] [241] [242] [243] [244] [245] 
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which depends on the location of the navigator, but due to delays associated with the transmission of signals through multiple areas of the brain, it is correlated better with the position of the animal that has recently been in the past. By the end of the theta-cycle (at the increasing phase), the output activity of the hippocampal area CA1 predicts the position, which is going to be in the near future, i.e., it is predicting [9] . This allows to fill in the working memory with subsequent arrivals of environmental signals until the absolute pattern-completion of the working memory, which has a limited volume.
Due to the scale invariance of the system, encoding and recording into the episodic memory can be carried out in multiple temporal scales, which is evidenced by a shifting window along the time axis of the system and the reverse in the order of events in the episode (Fig. 4, the left column) . The implementation in a neural network of a scale-invariant representation of the temporal history is not a trivial calculating problem. This problem is related to the task of creating a sequential time representation, having a property of self-similarity in the short and long time scales. To retrieve an episode from memory it requires a continuous temporal extension, accompanied with the integration of contextual input signals in the network (energy accumulation in the system) and, as a consequence, restoring of the original time sequence of events in the intermediate time scales (Fig. 4 , the right column).
Discussion of results and conclusions
The main property of the episodic memory consists in linking disparate and often independent events together into a coherent sequence and a recollection of selfcentered past experiences of the individual in the context of time and space in which the events occurred. [17] Here, by simple examples of two independent sequences of event-trigger CCW-and CW-signals in the context of specific spatio-temporal relations, we have demonstrated the formation and storage of episodes in working spatial memory. It was based on the hypothesis of scaled invariance of the spatio-temporal memory context. There have been shown the evidences of the possible coding and recording of multiscale episode representations, as well as retrieving of this episode from memory (Fig. 4) .
It has been demonstrated that the crucial factor mediating all operations in the neural network is a temporal organization of input signal patterns where each input gradient signal has its mirror reflection in the next theta-cycle with a reverse gradient. The episode formation in the working memory happens due to the sequential binding of orthogonal CW-and CCW-signal sequences undergoing multiple temporal compression in the reference theta-cycle. The extended tracks of episodic memory are formed as they are have been filled (pattern completion) due to segmented sets of theta-cycles in different neural network ensembles. Summing up the simulation, it is possible to draw the following conclusions:
1) The two processes are integrated into separate phases of the theta-wave and define: recording in the ascending phase close to the wave maximum and reading from memory in the descending phase close to the minimum of the theta-wave. This structuring of the theta-cycle makes it possible to avoid the interference of the encoded and retrieved information from the working memory.
2) The traces of the phase memory representations of the directional ensembles get reversed temporal order in theta-cycle. Reading the code makes it possible to restore the temporal order of sequences of events.
3) Target egocentric spatial representation of the trajectory is determined by a combination of the temporal ranges between the signals of the opposite direction and the last temporal range in the initial episode. 4) Schematic neuronal organization shown by the example of the ECInetworks, allows to implement multiple time sequences of cell ensembles which are the basis of the mental travelling of the neural system involved in navigation.
In the following experiments it is necessary to explore the formation of tracks of the memory episodes consisting of longer signal sequences of different directions and retrieving of specific episodes from the long-term memory.
